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l e t ’s c h a t !

client love
“ Thank you so much, you really captured the
essence of the day"
" We w i l l b e h i g h l y r e c o m m e n d i n g y o u t o f u t u r e
couples planning on getting married ”
" We w a n t t o t h a n k y o u f o r e v e r y t h i n g w h i c h y o u
did on the wedding day, you put us at ease and
really captured the moment"
"From when we booked you, to the wedding day
and your help since with creating our album, you
have been amazing, can't recommend you enough!”
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Hi, I'm Gareth
A photographer & f ilmmaker based in
S w a n s e a , S o u t h Wa l e s .

Over the last 19 years as a professional photographer I have developed my
craft as a documentary style wedding photographer and filmmaker. I am

based in Swansea, South Wales, where I live with my family, surrounded by
the beautiful Gower peninsular.

During this time I have been fortunate enough to photograph hundreds of
weddings throughout the UK and abroad. My style of work has always drawn

me to capturing not just the details of the day, but to provide a lasting record
allowing you to relive your wedding day many years from now through the
moments that happen naturally during weddings.

It’s really important for me that the whole process feels effortless to the bride

and groom. Working in a discrete, unobtrusive way I strive to create beautiful,
natural photographs and film the real moments that document your day.

I’m there to tell your story, the details, the smiles, the tears and the laughter.
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why

book me?
Photographing a wedding is not simply conducting a photoshoot, I’m documenting

your day for you. It is a responsibility I don't take lightly and genuinely want you to

experience your day the way you have planned, not spend your day staring at a camera.
The difference between photographing a wedding and a standard photo shoot is best

illustrated by another service I include for all my clients, the pre-wedding shoot. This

is where we spend an hour or so at a favourite location with the sole purpose of taking
some fantastic photos. Whilst this is great, your wedding day photography is about so
much more.

Of course I cover any photos you might like including those with family and friends,
but my focus for the day is to also capture the things you don’t see. The moments that
make each wedding, the interactions between people. Moments of laughter, emotion
and intimacy that allow you to relive your day many years from now.

In addition to my Wedding Photography I also offer my Wedding Films collections.
Over many years in the industry I have gained a depth of knowledge that allows me
to see what works best as an image as well as what moments are best recorded in film.

By seamlessly working across both media platforms I provide the Complete Wedding

Collection. Captured in both photography and film, I create a lasting documentary of
one of the best days of your life.
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investment
your memories

are worth capturing

My documentary style of wedding coverage lends itself to both photography
and video coverage. From summer 2021 I am proud to offer hybrid coverage
that includes my Photography and Wedding Films Collections.

By utilising a consistent style of work across both workflows I am able to
offer the best of both photo and film media, together with the added benefit

of making it easy on the bride & groom with regard to the amount of time
needed of them during a wedding day. By utilising both platforms you are
provided with the Complete Wedding Collection.
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collections

albums

We d d i n g P h o t o g r a p h y

We d d i n g F i l m s

We d d i n g B o o k

Yo u n g B o o k

All Day Photography Coverage

Available in addition to photography coverage.

30 page albums containing around 100-150

30 page albums with 100-150 images, available in

through to evening function & first dance

Wedding Highlights Film

500+ Images - fully edited, provided on USB

Captured alongside your wedding photography

Medium 35x25cm Album

Medium 35x25cm Album

£395

£295

Large 40x30cm Album

Large 40x30cm Album

£495

£345

Bridal preparations, ceremony and continuing

Secure Online Gallery
Pre Wedding Photo Shoot

£1450

covering preparations and ceremony through to
your evening reception and first dance.

£595

images, available in a range of cover materials.

a range of materials, includes presentation case.
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engagement
expert advice for a

caref ree engagement session

Prior to each wedding I include a Pre Wedding Photo Shoot. This is an

experience that I have found to play an integral part in creating a relaxed,
comfortable atmosphere for clients on their wedding day.

We catch up a month or so before the big day at a favourite location, a local
beach or parklands etc, where we spend an hour or so both getting to know
each other as well as helping clients get used to being in front of a camera.

The result of the photo shoot is not just a selection of lovely images, but you

will have been reassured that taking fantastic photos and creating memorable
moments on camera is not solely the work of experienced models.

On the wedding day, we have already created a relationship of trust and an
understanding of what is requried so that we can work as a team to provide
the perfect wedding day experience.
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01

how to pose

When it comes to posing for photos, I try to keep things as relaxed as possible. Often, I am
simply looking for interactions between a couple, rather than concentrating on the camera.

Sometimes this means having you take a walk, hold each other a certain way or simply have a
chat and a bit of a giggle. Either way we keep things short and fun.

By utilising a few simple tips and talking you through the process, I can provide you with the
confidence to take forward to your wedding day for some great photos.
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what to wear

When choosing what to wear for your engagement photos, I always suggest opting for some-

thing that makes you feel comfortable, not an outfit you would never otherwise wear. It is also

worth trying to wear colours that complement each other, without choosing matching outfits.
Soft pastel colours are a great option that directs the focus of the images to yourselves rather
than on what you are wearing.
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choosing a location

Most couples already have a favourite location in mind, however, if you're stuck for ideas I
can offer some suggestions. If you are local to South Wales we really are spoilt for choice and
surrounded by some great beaches and fantastic landmarks.
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time of day

We often visit popular locations for engagement / pre wedding photos and depending on the
time of year they can be busy. I therefore always try to arrange photo shoots either for earlier

in the day or for the best light, look to do an evening or sunset shoot. Soft evening light and
the possibility of some gorgeous colours in the sky make it a great choice.
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when to book your session

I try to meet with all clients around a month to six weeks ahead of the wedding. This means
we can run through some thoughts for the wedding day and any tips you have picked up from
your photo session are still fresh in your mind on the big day.
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client love

“ We l o v e t h e m !

Thank you so much for all
your hard work, they are
memories we will
treasure forever”
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w edding day
advice for a relaxed,

stress-f ree wedding day

With so much effort and emotion that goes into the build up to a wedding it

is no wonder there can be stressful moments. When planning your big day it

can be easy to obsess over the details, in the aim of creating the perfect day.
Ultimately though it's not the flowers, the cake or venue decorations that
make a successful marriage.

With this in mind it's important to try and take in each part of the day as it
is and enjoy each special moment, instead of seeing the day as an itinerary of

things to get through. Remember the real reason why you are there and enjoy
the celebrations with the people who matter most to you.

As for everything else, have confidence in the professionals you have chosen

to help make your day a success and relax in the knowledge we all do our best
to ensure you have your dream wedding day experience.
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04

how can you provide photo

& video coverage?
This is one of the most common questions I

get asked, and the answer to this is twofold.
Firstly technology, the type of cameras I use

faqs

help to provide both incredible still images
as well as high definition video.

Secondly, having covered hundreds of wed-

expertly answered

To confirm a booking and guarantee your
wedding date you need to complete a short
online booking form and return a booking
fee of £250.
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how far do you travel?

Whilst I'm based in Swansea, South Wales,
I regularly cover weddings throughout the
UK and I am also available for destination
weddings.

There is no fee for travel within 100 miles of

Swansea, any additional travel requirements
or accommodation can be discussed.
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do we choose our wedding

album images?
Yes, of course. Whilst some couples are more

than happy for me to take full control of
creating their wedding album most choose
to pick their own images.

I can offer advice as to what images will

work well together but you can have as much
input into the design process as you wish.

and black & white?
All photographs are initially taken in colour.
At the editing stage I can then decide which
images work well as black & white photos.

Any image that is shown in colour however
can easily be presented in black & white on
request.
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of video footage during a wedding day. With

wedding?

makes a great image, or a fantastic moment

lessly between formats as the scene dictates.

how do we book you?

do you shoot both colour

dings over many years I have learned what

this knowledge I am able to switch seam-
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how long until we receive

our wedding collection?
I aim to provide access to all your images
within 2-3 weeks during low season and 4-6
weeks at high season.

do we meet up before the

Included in my wedding collection is the

Pre Wedding Photo Shoot. We arrange this
a couple of months before the wedding. This
is also great time to have a chat about the

details of your wedding day and discuss any
ideas you have regarding your photography.

We usually have a quick run through every

thing again a week or two ahead of the wedding just to confirm times and any final arrangements.
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how do f riends & family

view and order prints?
With access to online galleries your images
can be ordered in a range of products from a
secure password protected site.

Alternatively you can order directly from
myself quoting the image number.
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l e t ’s c h at !
I would love the opportunity to work
with you

To book an appointment to discuss your wedding day further and discover
more about my Wedding Photography and Wedding Film collections, please
contact me.

i n f o @ g a r e t h j o n e s p h o t o g r a p h y. c o m
(+44) 7494 44 90 44
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